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533 New Risks of Prejudice, Ethnocentrism, and Violence: D. A. Hamburg

**Letters**


**News & Comment**

537 Diet Advice, with a Grain of Salt and a Large Helping of Pepper
540 Britain, France Play It Safe on Channel Tunnel
541 Europeans Embrace Technology Assessment
542 **Briefing**: EPA Proposes Ban on Asbestos • Smelter Pollution Provides Chance for Acid Rain Study • Who Should Have Rights to a Patient's Cells? • Zech Named NRC Head • NBS Plans to Shut Down Source of New Talent
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545 RNA Catalysis Gives Fresh Perspective on the Origin of Life
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548 Sinking Slabs Puncture Layered Mantle Model
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555 Quantum Monte Carlo: D. Ceperley and B. Alder
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574 Mechanism of Transmitter Release: Voltage Hypothesis and Calcium Hypothesis: R. S. Zucker and L. Landó
579 Role of Seasonality in the Evolution of Climate During the Last 100 Million Years: T. J. Crowley, D. A. Short, J. G. Mengel, G. R. North
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597 All Members of the MHC Multigene Family Respond to Thyroid Hormone in a Highly Tissue-Specific Manner: S. Izumo, B. Nadal-Ginard, V. Mahdavi
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616 Molecular Basis for the Auxin-Independent Phenotype of Crown Gall Tumor Tissues: M. F. Thomashow, S. Hugly, W. G. Buchholz, L. S. Thomashow
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